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odjections, hut renerally - the 
tedious job ut penal a& jury’ 
to hear the Shaw case moved 
along relatively calmly. 
The major announcement ty 

‘the defense was that Shaw would 
‘ take the witness stand in his 

own behalf. Dymond made a 
point of empbasizine this to each 
prospective juror, he questioned]: and then asking’ them if they!” Dallas, Tex,, Nov. 22, 1963, 

. Were prepared to accept the when President Kennedy was om a . - : 4 
" tetimony of Shaw as they will assassinated. vty sald - at ss 

the testimony of other witnesses|_,Friday. Judge Haggerty s2 
in_the trial at one point: “I’m not saying 
“The sale aulned st that the state will be permitted The state outlined six overt to go into Dealey Plaza.” When 
acts it will attempt to prove-tne def, ked for somethin; were activities in furthering the’ nee” hn he, convened 

“wqQpiect of the conspiracy but the “wer! cross that bridge when 

subpenaed by the state are per- 
sons who. were in. ey 
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Sfate has consistently empha- 9 
{sized to prospective jurors that'™” Come to it 

- jthe law requires that it prove; 
only one, although it may at- 
tempt to prove others. - 

Alcock, who will direct the 
prosecution, has emphasized 
that the state must prove only 
the two elements of the crime 
of conspiracy: First, an agree- 
ment or arrangement (a meet- 
jing of the minds) to commit a 

_ ferime, and second, one overt act 
jin furthering the object of the, 

' conspiracy. 
He has pointed out that law 

does not require that the state 
prove motive. 

Dymond, on the other hand, 
has told prospective jurors 
that there is one other essen- 
taf element and that fs the 
state must prove ‘hevond rea- 
sonable donbt” that Shaw was 
a party to a conspiracy. He 
has asserted that §f motive {s 
not shown, it should be con- 
sidered in the favor of the de- 
fendant. 
He has anon them that 

4 lereating the ability is not 
4 enough, adding that .he doubts, 
the state will be able even to do’ 

: at. : 
_ |. Judge Haggerty has repeated- 

., [ly told prospective jurors that, 
* (neither the Warren Report nor 

the assassination of President} 
Kennedy Is on trial. He hasem-[| ~~ 

: \phasized that conspiracy and] «:. - 
| imurder are two separate erfmes.| ~~ 

Alcock, on occasion, has said . 
that the state does not have to 
prove the murder of President 
Kennedy, but he has added that 

i |the state may—etlempt to do 
* this, Meanwhile, many witnesses 
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